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“Our interest lies not in the particular rites but in their essential significance and their

relative positions within ceremonial wholes – that is, their order…Beneath their multiplicity of

forms, either consciously expressed or merely implied, a typical pattern always recurs: the

pattern of the rites of passage.”1 Van Gennep argued that when studying various rituals in any

kind of society, one must look past the type of ritual, and try to determine a standard of method.

That standard should then be used to portray the concept of the cultural significance of transition.

According to Thera Rasing’s “Passing on the Rites of Passage,” Van Gennep’s theory can be

simplified.

Society is made up of a series of social boundaries between categories so that the social

life of individuals can be seen as a series of transitions as individuals change their status.

Even such events as births, marriages and deaths involve the potential for danger to those

in transition. The rituals of transition both mark the changes and protect the individuals

concerned.2

So, Van Gennep thought that one should interpret myth by seeing the cultural rituals that were

explained by that myth. These rituals all involve transitions between two separate realms. By

connecting the ritual with the transition one can study how each culture defines transition and

emphasizes certain transitions over others. Van Gennep himself describes initiation in three

                                                  
1 Arnold van Gennep, The Rites of Passage (Chicago: University Press of Chicago, 1960)  191.
2 Thera Rasing. “Passing on the Rites of Passage.” (Avebury: Aldershot, 1995.) 35.
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stages: separation, transitional period of purification, and admittance back into society.3 Through

the study of a few myths surrounding Apollo, we can determine that the ancient Greeks placed

cultural emphasis both on the rift between the mortal and the divine (worship rituals) and the

transition into adulthood (coming of age rituals).

The first myth surrounding Apollo comes from the Homeric Hymn to Pythian Apollo4

that details the adventures of the Cretan Soldiers and their binding agreement to Apollo. The

myth tells the tale of a ship that is led by the divine winds to Pytho where Apollo convinces the

men aboard to perform a ritual and then to follow him to defend his temple never to return home.

Upon closer inspection we see that the ritual they are asked to perform is repeated twice. This is

an illuminating fact when taken into consideration along with the understanding of Homeric

Hymns. Many myths that we read today, such as the Homeric Hymn to Pythian Apollo, existed

entirely in the oral tradition due to low literacy levels. People learned about their gods from poets

who sung myths, such as this one. Since there was no written record of each telling, the

recurrence of phrases or descriptions is a key to unlocking cultural the emphasis of certain rituals

via poet. Apollo commands a very specific ritual, which is repeated.

Light a fire on [your beached ship become altar]/and offer up white barley/and then stand

around the altar/and pray…And then eat dinner/by your fast black ship/and pour an

offering to the blessed gods/who live on Olympos.5

As the narrator then describes the sailors performing this highly specific ritual twice, carefully

laying out the intricacies of their actions. This could be read as a way of cementing this ritual

                                                  
3 Arnold van Gennep, The Rites of Passage (Chicago: University Press of Chicago, 1960)  93-94.
4 Stephen L. Harris, Gloria Platzner. Classical Mythology: Images and Insights. (Boston:
McGraw Hill, 2004) 245-257.
5 Stephen L. Harris, Gloria Platzner. Classical Mythology: Images and Insights. (Boston:
McGraw Hill, 2004) 415-433.
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into the minds of the audience who would be hearing this myth read to them. It seems that one

could infer that the purpose this myth serves to explain how to worship Apollo. It seems to

involve the construction of a burning altar, the offering of white barley, and feasting. The sailors

must give up every earthly possessions and cultural position to work for and to live off of

Apollo. We see that to transition into the realm of the gods, the sailors must break with their past

(i.e. their separation rite), leave the consciousness of the culture (i.e. enter their intermediate

stage), and return to the culture with a new position (i.e. their initiated position). The sailors must

burn their ship, thus destroying their previous definition in Greek culture; after all, what is a

sailor without a vessel? They then pray, feast and follow Apollo to his shrine. They are between

their previous position in Greek culture as seamen and their future position as men who serve

Apollo. Upon reaching the shrine, the god rewards their obedience by giving these men the

position of guardians of his divine temple. So if the sailors are seen as initiates, then they give up

their position in Greek life, disappear from the cultural scene, and reemerge in an elevated

position in this case, a position out of reach of the average citizen. The Greek listener would

understand and revere offerings to Apollo that may or may not include white barley, a burning

altar, and a feast. He or she would see how powerful the gods truly are. If one practiced

perfectly, as the sailors had, they were elevated above mere mortals. The existence of these

specific ways to worship identifies the chasm between man and god. When there is a specifically

correct way, there is also a specifically wrong way. If you practice in the correct way, you will

be rewarded. The seemingly arbitrary means to worship Apollo is clearly described as

meaningful and specific for the listener and thus the cultural boundary is maintained.
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Apollo also serves to act as an embodiment of the fundamental initiation for any culture,

(especially the ancient Greek culture) – initiation into adulthood. As Harris and Platzner point

out, he symbolizes the boundary between youth and age.

Apollo is the eternal ephebe, a term designating a class of youths, approximately eighteen

to twenty years old, who underwent systematic educational and physical training in order

to serve the polis as hoplites (heavily armored infantrymen) … Presiding over the

ephebes’ rite of passage from boyhood to full citizenship and military responsibility,

Apollo received the sacrifice of their long hair, which was cut short as part of a ritual

symbolizing their transition to a new stage of life.6

Perennially pictured as young and athletic, his presence as the god of ethical reasoning

represented the schooling of a Greek youth. His position as the god of athletic exertion

symbolized the physical training before entering the military and thus obtaining a position as a

citizen within Greek society. Once again, we see that that the initiates (the young men) must

separate, change, and integrate back into society. This rite of cutting the hair can be seen as quite

a literal cutting with the callow past. The education, training, and the duty of military allegiance

to their city-state, is then the metamorphosis. The reintroduction into society is the presentation

of citizenship to the initiates, according to Van Gennep’s analysis. We see that the culture

responsible for these coming of age rituals wants to place significance on the difference between

childhood and adulthood. Although he serves as an ideal model for the young ephebes, Apollo

alone stands in both realm; it serves as common sense that mortals cannot. To mature in this

society, one must cross into the adult realm and be initiated.

                                                  
6 Stephen L. Harris, Gloria Platzner. Classical Mythology: Images and Insights. (Boston:
McGraw Hill, 2004) 235.
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These two interpretations linking myth with ritual are not identical. The first serves to

separate the realm of the gods from the realm of mortals; however, the myth of Apollo’s

conscripted priests straddles the boundary, the lesson taught is that correct worship is to render

the individual like unto the realm of the gods. This serves a cultural position as maintaining

definitions of piety and heresy within the culture. The second myth goes quite in the opposite

direction, instead of presenting a nearly insurmountable barrier between realms, it speaks of the

initiation that all must face: the rite of passage into adulthood. By each young man having a set

goal of becoming a living Apollo, then the rituals associated with becoming a man also become

elevated in origin. Van Gennep spoke of the difference of his realms within a culture. “Thus the

‘magic circles’ pivot, shifting as a person moves from one place in society to another. The

categories and concepts which embody them operate in such a way that whoever passes through

the various positions of a lifetime one day sees the sacred where before he has see the profane, or

vice versa.”7 By learning the correct way to worship Apollo by example shows citizens

righteousness and in contrast, heresy. By growing up, men are shown the impious ways of youth

before the incorporation of Apollo into their life has elevated them to citizens of their polis. In

this way, every member of society, whether or not he or she can attain these lofty realms is

shown the sacred and profane in sharp contrast. We see that ancient Greek mythology both

continually reaffirms itself as the method of religious practice as well as clearly differentiating

youth and age within the culture. Through the sharp contrasts of piety versus heresy, ancient

Greek culture shows us which transitions between which realms are held in the highest esteem.

                                                  
7 Arnold van Gennep, The Rites of Passage (Chicago: University Press of Chicago, 1960)  13.
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